Tennis Match Results
Columbia vs TCU
Mar 18, 2018 at Fort Worth, Texas
(Bayard H. Friedman Tennis Center)

#32 TCU 4, #9 Columbia 0

Singles competition
1. #32 Alex Rybakov (TCU) def. #38 Jackie Tang (CU18MTEN) 6-2, 6-3
2. #72 Trevor Johnson (TCU) def. Jack Lin (CU18MTEN) 6-2, 6-2
3. #30 Alastair Gray (TCU) vs. Adam Ambrozy (CU18MTEN) 4-6, 5-4, unfinished
4. Guillermo Nuñez (TCU) def. Austen Huang (CU18MTEN) 6-1, 6-0
5. Reese Stalder (TCU) vs. Alex Keyser (CU18MTEN) 6-0, 5-6, unfinished
6. Bertus Kruger (TCU) vs. Timothy Wang (CU18MTEN) 2-6, 5-4, unfinished

Doubles competition
1. #41 Alex Rybakov/Guillermo Nuñez (TCU) def. Jackie Tang/William Matheson (CU18MTEN) 6-4
2. Trevor Johnson/Alastair Gray (TCU) def. Adam Ambrozy/Michal Rolski (CU18MTEN) 6-3
3. Reese Stalder/Bertus Kruger (TCU) def. Jack Lin/Rian Pandole (CU18MTEN) 6-3

Match Notes:
Columbia 10-3; National ranking #9
TCU 10-3; National ranking #32
Order of finish: Doubles (2,1,3); Singles (4,2,1)
T-2:06 A-216